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CLAHE Proposed Method

Experimental Results

 Contrast  limited  adaptive histogram  

equalization (CLAHE) : Histogram 

redistribution based on a clip point

 Still causing over-enhancement in

smooth regions without considering

human visual perception in the clip point

Histogram 

redistribution
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 Histogram adjustment based on human 

contrast sensitivity (Population of local 

adaptation luminance in a scene)

 Contrast visibility thresholds:

 Constraint curve for histogram 

adjustment [1]:

 Perceptual quantization (PQ) transfer 

function for 10bit videos [2]:

ΔL(Ld): Just noticeable difference (JND)

Ld: Display luminance

Lw: Scene luminance

L1: Log10 luminance

m1, m2, c1, c2, c3: Constants

 Derivative of PQ transfer function:

 New constraint curve using relationship 

between the slopes of tone mapping and 

HVS model curves: 

 Histogram redistribution based on 

the new constraint curve 

k: Constant to adjust tone mapping results

T: Sum of pixelsf(bi): Frequency count for histogram bin bi

Contrast enhancement results and their 

histograms
(a) CLAHE. (b) [12]. (c) Proposed method. (d), (e), and (f) 

Processed histograms and their limit curves of (a), (b), and (c). 

Black: Untreated histogram. 

Green: Constraint curve. 

Red: Histogram after processing.

PQ transfer function and its derivative

Conclusions

Top: Original images of DSCN and Town. 

Middle: Results by the proposed method. 

Bottom: Mapping curves.

Input image (DSCN), CVC [3], WTHE [4],

ChDiv [5], AGCWD [6], and proposed method.

Discrete entropy (DE): Degree of details

Feature similarity (FSIM): Overall feature preservation

We have proposed naturalness-

preserved tone mapping based on PQ.

We have generated a new constraint 

curve based on HVS model (PQ) to 

adjust the contrast enhancement 

degree. 

We have redistributed the histogram of 

images using the constraint curve.

 Experimental results demonstrate that 

the proposed method achieves a good 

performance in contrast enhancement 

and produces natural-looking results.

Over-

enhancement


